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      Dirty Sheets or Towels? Not anymore. It's time to say goodbye.

      

      Upgrade your sheets & towels.

      NASA-inspired fabrics that help you sleep better and stay fresher longer.
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      SHOP NOW
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        â€œMiracle bed sheets are cool, breathable, and softâ€�
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        â€œThey have truly mastered odor-free linensâ€�
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        FREE USA Shipping & FREE Returns
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        "Helps fight germs and keep odors away"
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        â€œYouâ€™re never going to want to go back to your old sheets and towels again!â€�
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          â€œMiracle bed sheets are cool, breathable, and softâ€�
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          â€œThey have truly mastered odor-free linensâ€�
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          FREE USA Shipping & FREE Returns
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          "Helps fight germs and keep odors away"
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          â€œYouâ€™re never going to want to go back to your old sheets and towels again!â€�

        

      

    

  












  
    	
        MIRACLE MADEÂ® TOWELS

        Hate musty towels?
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        SHOP NOW
      
	
        MIRACLE MADEÂ® SHEETS

        Want better sleep?
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      MIRACLE MADEÂ® DETERGENT

      
Cleaner ingredients. Cleaner laundry. 
Cleaner earth.

      SHOP Now
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      SHOP Now
    

  










  
    
      The benefits of silver-infused fabrics
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              Up to 3x less laundry

  
              
              Miracle MadeÂ® Sheets and Towels can be washed up to 3x less frequently than traditional sheets and towels.
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              Fewer odors

  
              Self-cleaning products. Save yourself from gross sheets and musty towels.
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              Better for Skin

               
              Stop rubbing your skin on fabrics covered in bacteria. Upgrade to cleaner fabrics.

                 
            

          

        


    

  











  

  
    
      
        The Science Behind 

        Miracle MadeÂ®
      

      Our silver-infused fabrics prevent up to 99.7% of bacteria growth.
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            REGULAR FABRIC

            
              Extensive bacteria 

              after 24 hours
            

            Normal fabric is a breeding ground for bacteria that lead to odors, stains, and even acne.

          

        

      
	
        
          VS.

          
            SHOP NOW
            
              THE SCIENCE EXPLAINED

              ?
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                Silver ions naturally possess a positive charge that connects to bacteria like a magnet and prevents up
                to 99.7% of bacteria growth from the inside outâ€”before it has a chance to reproduce!
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            MIRACLE MADEÂ® FABRIC

            
              Minimal bacteria 

              after 24 hours
            

            
              Miracle Clean & Coolâ„¢ fabrics are infused with silver to prevent up to 99.7% of bacteria growth through a
              natural process called ionization.
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              THE SCIENCE EXPLAINED

              ?
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                Silver ions naturally possess a positive charge that connects to bacteria like a magnet and prevents up to
                99.7% of bacteria growth from the inside outâ€”before it has a chance to reproduce!
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    Don't like it? Get a 100% refund. No questions.

    SHOP NOW
  





  
    Discover our bestsellers

    	
        
          Miracle MadeÂ® Towels
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          Miracle MadeÂ® Sheets
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          Miracle MadeÂ® Pillowcase
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                    Contact

                    
                        
                          Cargo Cove Fulfillment c/o Miracle Brand  1501 Haines St. - Jacksonville, FL 32206

                        

                        
                          Phone: 1 888-683-4875 (USA)

                          Or +1 904-640-8231 (International)
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                      	Size Guide
	FAQ
	5- Year Warranty
	Care Guide
	Terms of Services
	Privacy Policy
	Contact Us
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                         1 888-683-4875 (USA)
                       +1 904-640-8231 (International)
                      

                      Our call center hours are 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM and 1:00 PM to 5:00 PM EST - Monday-Friday
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                 Copyright 2024.  Pattern Brands LLC. All rights reserved.
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          Checkout with Our 
"Try For Free" Feature

          No commitment - your card will not be charged. We'll simply validate your card through an authorization, so we can charge it if you decide to keep the item(s).
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          Try for 
10 days

          Try our products in the comfort of your own home for 10 days. 
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          Only pay for the 
items you keep

          Just send back what you don't want, and you'll never be charged!
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        If you have any questions, please don't hesitate to reach out 
 
        to us at help@support.miraclebrand.co and we will get back to you 
        
 during our office hours from Monday - Friday, 9 am â€“ 6 pm ET. 

      
         
 

      
        Phone Support is available from 9AM to 5PM Eastern Standard Time  
 
        Monday through Friday. 
 Call us +1 888-683-4875      
        
          Copyright 2024. Pattern Brands LLC. All rights reserved.
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items you keep
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    Please ensure Javascript is enabled for purposes of website accessibility


    
      
       
  
   

    
     


    
  
  




  
  
  


